
History  

The children will be continuing to use the words ‘past’ 
and ‘present’ to compare events and stories 

Geography  

We will be reading different traditional tales from 
around the world and locating them on a map.  

Understanding English, Communication and Language 

Literacy 

Reading – Children will be reading 1:1 with their teachers 

weekly. Please ensure that you are also doing lots of reading 

at home and signing the diary as much as possible. 

Please bring Literacy folders to school every day. 

Phonics – The children will be recapping 

and learning phase 3 sounds and letters. 

Writing – In school, we will be building 

up to writing a wanted poster with a de-

scription of the Big Bad Wolf. We will be 

talking about adjectives and how to use 

them to describe a character.  

At home, you can play a ‘Guess Who’ game to practise adjec-

tives. An example could be: ‘He has knobbly knees and  pur-

ple prickles.’ Who is it? It’s the  

Gruffalo! 

Please use the 5 finger check to help when writing sentences! 

Understanding the Arts 

We will be creating a collage using sweet wrappers for 
Hansel and Gretel's house.  

 

We will be using the Puppet Pals app to 
create and act out our own stories!  

We will also be using the app Chatterpix 
app to give characters voices from stories.  

 

We always welcome junk modelling  
donations! Thank you  

PE 

Our PE sessions will be taught by our Sports coach  
Adam. 
 

PE is now every Monday and Tuesday.  
 
Children can come to school in their PE kits on these 
days as we will not be changing into PE kits in school. 

Personal, Social, Character Development  

We will be using the Zones of Regulation to talk about 
our feelings and how to regulate our emotions.  
 
To get back to the Green zone we can: 
-Have a drink of water 
-Take 10 breaths  
-Ask for a hug 
-Talk to a grown up about our feelings.  
 
Don’t forget to ask your child how 
many stamps they got on their  
learning badge. This shows that they 
are challenging their brains during 

Mathematical Understanding 

Number: In number sessions we will be securing our 

knowledge of addition and subtraction. For addition, we will 

be combining sets using objects and number lines. We will be 

learning to subtract by partitioning and counting back in ones. 

Year 1 will also be counting in 2s, 5s 10s.  

Measure: We will be focusing on 2D and 3D shapes,  

investigating their properties in depth by counting their sides 

and corners. We will be continuing to look at height, weight, 

length and capacity in the Discovery Zone where we can 

measure our models and use the water tray to investigate.  

Please continue to practise counting and writing numbers to 

Science 

We will be conducting an investigation about different          

materials to see which ones are the strongest (like the 

Three Little Pigs). You can help by talking about different 

materials in your house such as plastic, metal, wood, 

glass.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Computing 

We will be continuing to talk about e-safety and learning 
about ownership and identify. 
Please continue to talk with your child about e-safety and 
how to stay safe on devices.  
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Label all clothes 

Please label all jumpers and other 

clothes.  

It’s really hard for us to look for items 

that don’t have a name. Thanks. 


